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In this paper, which is of programmatic rather than
quantitative nature, we aim to further delineate and
sharpen the future potential of the LISA mission in the
area of fundamental physics. Given the very broad range
of topics that might be relevant to LISA, we present here
a sample of what we view as particularly promising fun-
damental physics directions. We organize these direc-
tions through a “science-first” approach that allows us
to classify how LISA data can inform theoretical physics
in a variety of areas. For each of these theoretical physics
classes, we identify the sources that are currently ex-
pected to provide the principal contribution to our knowl-
edge, and the areas that need further development. The
classification presented here should not be thought of as
cast in stone, but rather as a fluid framework that is
amenable to change with the flow of new insights in the-
oretical physics.
4I. INTRODUCTION
Several of the deepest open questions in fundamental
physics involve gravity in one way or another. These in-
clude the classical and quantum dynamics of black holes,
a detailed understanding of the expansion and structure
formation history in cosmology, and of course the funda-
mental nature of gravity and spacetime itself.
Gravitational wave (GW) observations have an enor-
mous potential to inform and to falsify theoretical work in
these areas, leading to exciting prospects for a fruitful in-
terplay between fundamental theory and observation. On
the one hand GWs give us access to largely unexplored
regions of the universe that are dark, such as the imme-
diate environment of black holes and the earliest phases
of large-scale structure formation, and to regions where
light cannot penetrate, such as the very early universe.
On the other hand GWs provide a source of informa-
tion that complements conventional astronomy and cos-
mology, enabling a “multi-messenger” approach, thereby
paving the way for a deeper understanding.
The observation of long-wavelength GWs with LISA
[1] is particularly promising as a probe of fundamental
physics. Potential examples are anomalies in the data
related to gravitational parity violation, which could pro-
vide a hint toward a resolution of the baryogenesis prob-
lem. Other anomalies related to violations of the Equiva-
lence Principle or Lorentz invariance could produce mod-
ifications in the dispersion relation of matter or horizon-
scale modifications in black hole physics due to quantum
gravity effects. Observations of the dispersion relation of
GWs could constrain a large class of modified theories,
which include massive gravity models that attempt to ex-
plain the late-time acceleration of the universe, as well as
other Lorentz-violating theories (such as Einstein-æther
or Horava gravity), whose renormalizability makes them
attractive candidates for quantum gravity.
The observational input that LISA will provide will
also be complementary to that following from ground-
based GW observations [2–4], carried out by LIGO,
VIRGO and KAGRA, because the target sources are
qualitatively different. LISA will observe GWs at much
lower frequencies than ground-based instruments, allow-
ing for the measurement of an entirely different class of
sources: supermassive black hole mergers, EMRIs, galac-
tic binaries, and stochastic GW backgrounds. Some of
these sources, such as supermassive black hole mergers,
will lead to extremely loud signals, with signal-to-noise
ratios in the thousands, that will allow for a deep search
of anomalies. Other classes of sources will lead to signals
that may not be very loud, such as the EMRIs, but that
will nonetheless be extremely complex with lots of am-
plitude and phase modulations, allowing for the search
of qualitatively different anomalies. Moreover, weak sig-
nals may allow for tests of General Relativity (GR) that
are statistically enhanced by the large number of events,
and which might therefore be competitive against single
events with extremely large signal-to-noise ratios. LISA
observations also complement future GW observations
via pulsar timing arrays and the B-mode polarization in
the cosmic microwave background, both of which probe
an even lower GW frequency range.
The goal of this paper is to identify and scientifically
motivate a sample of topics in fundamental physics be-
yond the current standard models of particle physics,
gravity and cosmology that we view are particularly rele-
vant for the LISA scientific community. These topics are
of interest to several Working Groups (WG) organized
within the LISA Consortium: the Fundamental Physics,
the Cosmology, the Astrophysics, and the Waveform-
Modeling WGs, each of which approaches these from a
different, complementary angle. We stress that here we
shall discuss all the topics in a qualitative way, as pre-
cisely the more quantitative aspects will be subject to de-
tailed investigations and are thus as such not yet know.
Once new results will be available the relevance of cer-
tain topics will of course change and new ones, not yet
known, might arise. Thus this paper has to be seen as
a first step with the aim to somehow coordinate the ef-
fort needed towards formulating a realistic assessment in
the area of the fundamental physics feasible with LISA.
Thus this paper will definitively rise more questions than
giving answers.
This initiative should be viewed not as an exhaustive
classification but rather as a warmup for a more compre-
hensive and detailed account in the future. Our discus-
sion will be organized in a science-first approach. That
is, instead of first thinking about sources of GWs, we
will first think about the theoretical physics that could
be learned with LISA, irrespective of the source class.
Of course, any such list will be, by definition, incom-
plete, and perhaps more importantly, only a snapshot
of the interests of the field at the time of writing. One
should thus think of the classes we will identify below
as fluid, subject to change in the future, as the winds of
physics start blowing in a different direction. With this
caveat in mind, we identify the science drivers presented
in Fig. 1, with each science driver defined and discussed
in much more detail in each of the sections that follows.
This classification implicitly assumes that work must be
done in three main areas: theoretical development, wave-
form generation, and data analysis, with different drivers
currently at different levels of development.
With the classes declared, we will then sub-organize
each class with sub-classes, following a source classifica-
tion approach. For the purpose of this document we will
identify six different source sub-classes:
• Supermassive Black Hole Binaries (SMBHBs): Co-
alescences with mass ratio larger than 10−1 and
total masses in (105, 107)M⊙.
• Intermediate-Mass Black Hole Binaries (IMBHBs):
Coalescences with mass ratio larger than 10−1 and
total masses in (102, 105)M⊙.
• Extreme mass-ratio and intermediate mass-ratio
inspirals (EMRIs and IMRIs): Coalescences with
5FIG. 1. A taxonomy of LISA-related topics in fundamental
physics. Each of them is discussed in a separate section in this
paper. The ellipses stand for topics that may be considered
in the future.
mass ratios in (10−6, 10−3) and (10−3, 10−1), and
total masses in (103, 107)M⊙.
• Stellar origin BH binaries (SOBHBs): Inspi-
rals with sufficiently low total mass (e.g. in
(50, 500)M⊙) such that they could be detected both
by LISA and second- or third-generation ground-
based detectors.
• Galactic Binaries: White dwarf or neutron star bi-
nary inspirals within the Milky Way that produce
nearly monochromatic signals.
• Stochastic Backgrounds: Cosmological sources of
GWs that produce a stochastic background.
Of these source sub-classes, SMBHBs with accretion
disks, SOBHBs in nuclear galactic disks [5], and galac-
tic binaries are expected to produce strong and coinci-
dent electromagnetic signals. By no means ought this
to be thought of as final, since LISA could always de-
tect sources that nobody expected. Inversely, we make
no statements in this document about the astrophysical
rates of these events, or even whether all of these will be
detectable with LISA, as this will depend on the noise of
the actual detector (see e.g. [6]).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses modified dispersion relations and the speed of
gravity. Section III describes violations of the Equiva-
lence Principle and violations of other fundamental sym-
metries. Section IV covers tests of the nature of black
holes. Section V discusses dark energy and screening.
Section VI describes dark matter and primordial black
holes. Section VII summarizes ideas for other model-
independent tests. Section VIII discusses astrophysical
systematics, while Sec. IX covers waveform systematics.
Section X summarizes and concludes with an outlook to
the future. Henceforth, we employ geometric units when
needed, in which G = 1 = c and we follow the conven-
tions of [7].
II. MODIFIED DISPERSION RELATIONS AND
THE SPEED OF GRAVITY
According to Einstein’s theory, GWs obey the disper-
sion relation ω2 = kik
i, with the contraction done with
the flat Euclidean metric. This then immediately implies
that the group and the phase velocity of GWs are the
speed of light. Modified theories of gravity, in particu-
lar those that attempt to unify quantum mechanics and
GR, sometimes lead to different dispersion relations of
the form
ω2 = kik
i +
m2g
~2
+A(kik
i)α , (1)
where mg is a hypothetical mass for the graviton, α ∈
R\{0} determines the type of modification introduced,
and A controls its magnitude. This expression should be
thought of as approximate, in the limit that m2g/~
2 ≪ k2
and A≪ k2−α.
The parameterization of the correction to the propaga-
tion of GWs presented in Eq. (1) is obviously not unique,
and other parameterizations have been considered in the
literature, especially in the context of cosmology [8–11].
A commonly used parameterization is
ω2 + iHω (3 + αM ) = (1 + αT ) kik
i , (2)
where we are here considering waves propagating in a
cosmological background with Hubble parameter H . A
more detailed discussion on these assumptions and con-
sequences for black-hole properties can be found in [12].
Clearly, αT = A when α = 1, and it controls the
speed of GWs. The parameter αM is not included in
Eq. (1), and it controls the rate of dissipation of GWs
(see e.g. [13]). Both parameterizations have advantages
and disadvantages. For example, Eq. (1) allows one to
constrain a kinematical graviton mass, while Eq. (2) does
not, whereas Eq. (2) allows one to test the rate of GW
dissipation, while Eq. (1) does not.
A modification of this type clearly leaves an imprint
on the GWs that arrive on Earth, but this imprint is due
to modifications in the propagation of the waves, and not
modifications in their generation. One can think of this
modification as a correction to the graviton propagator
in quantum field theory language. Given this, one can in
principle modify any wave generation scheme by simply
modifying the way the GWs propagate from the source
to the detector on Earth in vacuum. For a more detailed
review of the way this modification affects the response
function, see [14, 15].
The best systems to constrain these modifications are
those that are as far away as possible from Earth, which
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fications to the propagation of GWs accumulate with dis-
tance traveled. In addition, constraints on the mass of
the graviton are also enhanced for supermassive systems
because the correction scales with the chirp mass. For
α > 1, however, the opposite is true, with constraints de-
teriorating as an inverse power of the chirp mass [14, 15].
A confirmation of the dispersion relation of GR could
place constraints on theories with extra dimensions or
quantum-inspired Lorentz violation (both predict α = 2),
and on modified gravity models that attempt to explain
the late-time acceleration of the universe (that predict
α = 0 and mg 6= 0). An important distinction should
be made, however, regarding the speed of gravity. Typi-
cally, when we refer to the speed of gravity, we mean the
constant coefficient in front of the first term on the right-
hand side of Eq. (1). This constant cannot be measured
precisely with only GWs detected with a space-based in-
strument or multiple ground-based detectors [17, 18]. In-
stead, its precise determination requires an electromag-
netic coincident observation [19]. Therefore, constraints
on the speed of gravity are typically only possible with
neutron star binaries or black hole-neutron star bina-
ries that induce an electromagnetic signal when consider-
ing ground-based detectors, and with supermassive black
hole mergers when considering space-based detectors [20].
EMRIs in which a neutron star falls into a supermas-
sive black hole will not lead to tidal disruption outside
the horizon of a supermassive black hole due to the lat-
ter’s mass, thereby decreasing the chances to generate
detectable electromagnetic signals. LIGO-Virgo obser-
vations have already constrained the speed of gravity to
better than one part in 1015 [19].
The current status on the development of models for
this type of test is mostly complete. Not included above
is the possibility to have an anisotropic dispersion rela-
tion, for example due to preferred frame effects; a clas-
sification of such anisotropic effects from the viewpoint
of effective field theory can be found in [21, 22]. Mod-
ifications to the propagation of the GW can be imple-
mented a posteriori after the wave generation problem
has been solved. Typically, the propagation modification
is modular and can be implemented on any model in typ-
ically a straightforward way. Additional work could be
devoted to verifying the validity of such an implementa-
tion in regimes where the stationary phase approximation
breaks down.
III. VIOLATIONS OF THE EQUIVALENCE
PRINCIPLE AND FUNDAMENTAL
SYMMETRIES
The equivalence principle has been a guiding principle
in gravitation for centuries. In Newton’s original formu-
lation it refers to the equivalence between inertial mass
and gravitational mass. The definition has evolved to
avoid reference to the mass in a relativistic setup and it
has also been expanded to include other principles. We
refer the reader to [23] for a thorough discussion.
The Weak Equivalence Principle (WEP), or simply
universality of free fall, postulates that if an uncharged
test body is placed at an initial event in spacetime and
given an initial velocity there, then its subsequent tra-
jectory will be independent of its structure and composi-
tion. The Einstein Equivalence Principle postulates that
the WEP, Local Lorentz Invariance (LLI), and Local Po-
sition Invariance (LPI) hold true. LLI requires that the
outcome of any local non-gravitational test experiment
is independent of the velocity of the freely-falling appa-
ratus. LPI requires that the outcome of said experiment
is independent of where and when it is performed. The
Strong Equivalence Principle (SEP) extends the WEP to
self-gravitating bodies and the LLI and LPI to any ex-
periment. In the context of the WEP, LLI and LPI are
intimately linked with Lorentz symmetry and universal-
ity of couplings in the standard model, as there is refer-
ence to non-gravitational experiments. In the SEP, LLI
and LPI can be seen as manifestations of Local Lorentz
symmetry and universality of couplings in the standard
model and gravitation.
Einstein’s theory is the only known gravity theory that,
minimally coupled to the standard model (SM) of parti-
cle physics, satisfies the SEP. So a null test of the SEP
is usually considered as a confirmation of GR. Though
there is no definitive proof that GR is unique in this re-
spect, it is relatively straightforward to argue that generic
deviations of GR and/or the standard model would in-
deed lead to SEP violations. The first step is to realize
that deviation from the standard model or GR gener-
ically implies the existence of new fundamental fields.
This is rather obvious for the SM, while for GR it is im-
plied by Lovelock’s theorem [24, 25].1 To circumvent the
latter and put together a gravity theory other than GR,
one needs to either explicitly introduce new fields that
couple non-minimally to gravity, allow for higher-order
field equations, allow for more than 4 spacetime dimen-
sions, or give up diffeomorphism invariance (general co-
variance). While from a fundamental physics perspective
these options might be distinct, the latter three options
lead back to having additional fields if one adopts a more
phenomenological viewpoint. Indeed, higher-order equa-
tions mean more degrees of freedom generically, higher-
dimensional models can be compactified down to 4 di-
mensions plus additional fields, and diffeomorphism in-
variance can be restored by rewriting the same theory
using a larger field content (Stueckelberg trick). See [25]
for a discussion.
It should now be clear why deviations from GR will
generically lead to violations of the SEP. Extra fields im-
ply additional interactions. If black holes and compact
1 Theories with auxiliary fields manage to circumvent Lovelock
theorem without introducing new dynamical degrees of freedom,
but they have serious shortcomings [26–29].
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they can experience these new interactions. This would
lead to a direct violation of the SEP. Additionally, the
new interaction can also lead to additional GW polar-
izations (e.g. longitudinal dipolar emission) that affect
orbital dynamics. Moreover, in the context of Lorentz-
violating gravity theories, these new fields could select a
preferred direction in spacetime, thereby leading to viola-
tions of the LLI. Finally, the configurations of these extra
fields could depend on the spacetime location, thereby
leading to violations of LPI.
Based on the above, and the fact that LISA’s primary
binary sources contain at least one black hole, LISA’s
ability to constrain violations of the SEP is intimately
related to its ability to test the structure of black holes
in a given beyond-GR scenario. This will be covered
in some detail in the next section, so we will postpone
the technical discussion until then. A theoretical limita-
tion comes from no-hair theorems. Black holes in theo-
ries that are covered by no-hair theorems will not carry
additional charges2 and hence they will not exhibit any
additional interactions. In such cases there will not be
violation of the SEP, though one might hope to detect
deviations from GR through quasinormal ringing (see
Sec. IV), since the latter can be affected by nontrivial
couplings even when the background solution is a GR
black hole [30–32].
No-hair theorems [33–38] and ways to circumvent them
have been heavily scrutinized in (generalized) scalar-
tensor theories. Hairy black holes are known to exist in
theories where the scalar couples to higher-order curva-
ture invariants, such as the Gauss–Bonnet invariant [39–
46] or the Pontryagin density [47, 48]. Such couplings
can arise from low-energy effective actions for quantum
gravity candidates [49–53]. A coupling with the Pontrya-
gin density breaks parity invariance as well and, hence,
studying theories that include it offers a way to test par-
ity violation in gravity3 [51, 54]. It has recently been
shown that a suitable coupling with the Gauss–Bonnet
invariant can lead to spontaneous scalarization of black
holes [36, 55], i.e. black holes that have hair only if they
lie in a critical mass range.
Modeling binaries numerically in theories with higher
order curvature invariants is a challenging task that has
just started [56–58]. Constraints based on orbital effects
of dipolar scalar emission seem to suggest that LISA is
not likely to be competitive relative to future ground
based detectors, when it comes to binaries with similar
masses [57]. This is because the scalar charge is deter-
mined by the curvature, i.e., the inverse of the BH mass.
2 The term charge is used here loosely, to refer to a non-trivial
configuration of some new field, as has become customary in the
relevant literature.
3 Technically speaking, the non-minimal coupling in the action
is through the product of a pseudoscalar and the Pontryagin
density and the action is parity invariant. The solutions exhibit
parity violations.
Thus, somewhat counter-intuitively, the scalar charge
due to higher curvature corrections is small for super-
massive BHs. At the same time large mass ratios seem
to induce a strong scalar flux during the merger [57], thus
making IMRIs/EMRIs potentially interesting sources.
Nonetheless, the fact that LISA is probing a different
mass range is quite important because, in a theory ag-
nostic perspective, it will probe a different regime. More-
over, the effects of dipolar emission are not the only av-
enue for obtaining constraints. For example, it is not yet
clear if modeling EMRIs within these theories could lead
to stronger bounds.
Instead of focusing on theories for which no-hair the-
orems do not apply, one can try to circumvent no-hair
theorems by violating their assumptions. A non exhaus-
tive list of examples that can be astrophysically interest-
ing include the following: long-lived scalar clouds pow-
ered by superradiance provided that the scalar field has
a very small mass [59, 60]; truly hairy solutions branch-
ing off at the onset of the instability [61] and long-lived
scalar “wigs” even around non-rotating BHs [62, 63];
time-dependent scalar configuration [64–67], if they can
be supported by some non-trivial cosmological boundary
conditions; hair induced by a non-trivial initial scalar
field configuration [68]; hair induced by matter in the
vicinity of a black hole [66, 69], though one might have
to reach very high levels of precision; black holes in
Einstein-dilaton-Maxwell theories [70–72] and in gener-
alized Proca theories [73–77].
We close this section with some additional remarks
on testing LLI. Observations of gamma-ray bursts (see
e.g. [78]) and the binary neutron star merger GW170817
have already provided a strong constraint on Lorentz
symmetry in gravity, in terms of a double-sided bound
on the speed of GWs to a part in 1015 [19]. However,
Lorentz-violating theories have multidimensional param-
eter spaces and generically exhibit additional polariza-
tions [79]. The speed of these new polarizations remains
virtually unconstrained [80, 81].
More generally, Lorentz symmetry is essential to the
very definition, and hence the structure, of a black hole.
Lorentz-violating theories, such as Einstein-aether the-
ory [82, 83] and Horˇava gravity [84–86], will typically
exhibit superluminal or even instantaneous propagation
of signals [87, 88]. This implies that black holes in these
theories will have a different causal structure, featuring
multiple horizons, corresponding to modes that travel
at different speed [89, 90], or a new type of universal
horizon that blocks all modes irrespective of propagation
speed [87, 90, 91]. This different horizon structure is
expected to leave an imprint in the quasi-normal spec-
trum of these black holes. Moreover, it is important to
emphasize that black holes in Lorentz-violating theories
will in general have hair (although see [92]): for the field
that can be thought of as breaking Lorentz symmetry can
never be trivial. Hence, though advances in modelling
would have to be made to obtain quantitative estimate
for constraints one could get with LISA, it should be clear
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violations. It is worth emphasizing that bounds coming
from testing the dispersion relation of GWs discussed
in the previous section, are complementary to those dis-
cussed here.
IV. TESTS OF THE NATURE OF BLACK
HOLES
General Relativistic black holes are the simplest ob-
jects in the Universe. Within GR, the mass, angular
momentum, and electric charge (although the latter is
thought to be negligible4) of an astrophysical black holes
uniquely define its entire multipolar structure and its
quasinormal-mode (QNM) spectrum. This implies that
the infinite number of multipole moments or of the QNM
of a Kerr black hole are related to each other, a property
that allows to perform multiple null-hypothesis tests of
the no-hair theorem in various complementary ways.
In any extension of GR, the QNMs of a black hole can
be parametrized as
ω = ωKerr + δω , (3)
τ = τKerr + δτ , (4)
where ω and τ are the frequency and damping time of
the mode. Owing to its very large signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) in the ringdown phase of supermassive black holes,
LISA will be able to perform black hole spectroscopy by
measuring several QNMs for a single event up to red-
shift z = 10, thus constraining beyond-GR deviations,
encoded in δω and δτ , with a precision that cannot be
reached by any (present and future) ground-based GW
interferometer [94–96]. Such modified ringdown frequen-
cies for black holes arise, for example, in quadratic grav-
ity. The dilation or axion coupled to, respectively, the
Gauss–Bonnet invariant or the Pontryagin density lead
to truly hairy black holes. Consequently, their ring-
down exhibits a modulation due to the superposition of
gravitational-led and scalar-led modes [31, 57, 58].
Another way to test the no-hair theorem is by mea-
suring the multipole moments of a black hole. Several
gravity theories beyond GR predict deformations of the
Kerr metric, which result in a different multipolar struc-
ture,
Mℓ =M
Kerr
ℓ + δMℓ , (5)
Sℓ = S
Kerr
ℓ + δSℓ , (6)
where Mℓ and Sℓ are the mass and current multipole
moments, whereas δMℓ and δSℓ are theory-dependent
corrections to the Kerr moments, which might even in-
clude cases in which the geometry breaks the equatorial
4 The well-motivated assumption that black holes should be un-
charged could also be tested; see [93] for work in this direction.
symmetry [97]. The most accurate way to measure the
multipole moments is by probing accurately the space-
time near a compact object. LISA will be able to do so
by detecting the coalescence of comparable-mass binaries
at high SNR [98] and, especially, by detecting EMRIs
that can perform millions of orbits around the central
supermassive objects before plunging [99–101]. This al-
lows to put constraints as stringent as δM2/M
3 < 10−4
on the quadrupole moment of the central supermassive
object [99, 101–104]. Furthermore, the EMRI dynamics
is also very sensitive to the existence of extra degrees
of freedom predicted in almost any modified theory of
gravity. In the presence of extra polarizations or dipo-
lar radiation, the inspiral would proceed faster than in
GR, affecting the GW phase in a detectable way [105–
107]. Furthermore, it is also possible that low-frequency
modes (which are absent in GR) can be excited during
the inspiral, leaving a characteristic imprint in the wave-
form.
While in GR the geodesic motion of a test particle
around a Kerr black hole is fully integrable, in some theo-
ries the orbital motion might even be chaotic [108], which
would also impact on the structure of the QNMs [109].
The presence of chaos in EMRIs is expected to be en-
coded in chaotic plateaus in the temporal evolution of
the fundamental frequencies of the motion [110–114]. Ex-
actly how such plateaus affect the Fourier transform of
the GW response function is not yet clear. Given that
EMRIs are expected to lead to low signal-to-noise ratio
sources, new data analysis techniques may be required to
test for the presence of chaotic motion in EMRI GWs.
Finally, black holes and neutron stars might be just
two “species” of a larger family of compact objects. More
exotic species are theoretically predicted in extensions of
GR, in the presence of beyond-standard model fields min-
imally coupled to gravity (e.g., boson stars [115, 116]), in
Grand Unified Theories in the early Universe (e.g., cos-
mic strings), and in exotic states of matter. Several ar-
guments [117] predict horizonless compact objects (e.g.,
fuzzballs, gravastars, and dark stars), or new physics at
the horizon scale (e.g., firewalls).
GW observations provide a unique discovery opportu-
nity in this context, since exotic matter or dark mat-
ter might not interact electromagnetically, and any elec-
tromagnetic signal from the surface of a compact object
might be highly redshifted. Example GW signatures in-
clude finite-size and tidal-deformability effects, as well
as critical behavior, in the inspiral which might be de-
tectable for highly-spinning SBHBs [118–121] and for
EMRIs [122], a different QNM spectrum [123–125], ex-
citation of internal oscillation modes of the object, and
the presence of a surface instead of an event horizon.
A smoking gun of the latter would be the presence of
“GW echoes” in the post-merger GW signal of a coa-
lescence [126–129] which are absent in the classical black
hole picture in which the horizon is a one-way membrane.
Supermassive black hole coalescence detectable by LISA
with SNR as high as a few thousands will allow to con-
9strain models of supermassive exotic compact objects in
almost the entire region of their parameter space [130].
Theoretical studies of the viability of such horizonless
objects are advancing in recent years [131, 132]. One
key criterion for their viability is their stability [133].
Horizonless objects will be unstable to light-ring (non-
linear) instabilities [134–136] and to an ergoregion insta-
bility [137]. The former can in principle be avoided if one
modifies GR or if the horizonless object is made of mat-
ter that violates the energy conditions. The latter can
be avoided if one allows the surface of the horizonless
object to be partially absorbing [138]. If the surface is
absorbing, however, the horizonless object will collapse
to a black hole due to accretion of material in the in-
terstellar and in the intergalactic medium, accretion of
dark matter, or absorption of GWs if in a binary sys-
tem [139, 140]. To avoid collapse, the surface of the hori-
zonless object has to be a sufficiently far from the would-
be horizon, possibly inducing other signatures when two
such objects coalesce (see also [118] for more discussion).
Finally gravitational collapse to horizonless compact ob-
jects may involve novel types of GW bursts following the
main GW signal [141]. To date, there is no theoretical
framework at the level of precise field equations or an
action principle usable to study whether these horizon-
less objects can form from the collapse of matter fields
(regardless whether they satisfy the energy conditions).
V. DARK ENERGY AND THE ΛCDM MODEL
The observed late-time acceleration of the cosmic ex-
pansion is one of the greatest mysteries in modern cos-
mology. Currently, the tension in the observed value of
the Hubble constant from Type IA supernova [142] and
the cosmic microwave background [143] has only exacer-
bated this mystery. Although by now several observa-
tions have undoubtedly confirmed the presence of such
anomalous acceleration [143–145], a convincingly theo-
retical explanation is still missing [146]. The simplest so-
lution, relying on the addition of the so-called cosmologi-
cal constant into the Einstein field equations, has always
been at odds with theoretical expectations [147, 148] and
is now challenged by mounting observational evidence,
for example from supernova observations[149, 150].
It is thus not surprising that alternative solutions pro-
liferate in the literature [146, 151]. The nature of the
so-named dark energy, the invisible entity introduced to
account for the observed cosmic acceleration, has been
the subject of much speculation. Many different hy-
potheses have been considered to explain the origin of
dark energy, including in particular introducing new cos-
mological matter fields and modifying GR [151]. The
resulting plethora of dark energy models must be tested
against all observations collected so far in order to select
the models that are physically viable. Future observa-
tions will further refine this set of viable dark energy
models and possibly provide hints towards the solution
of the cosmic acceleration riddle. These future observa-
tions include tests with catalogues of GW standard sirens
collected by LISA.
Standard sirens are GW sources at cosmological dis-
tances that can be used as reliable and independent dis-
tance indicators, i.e. which yield a direct measurement
of the luminosity distance which does not need to be
calibrated with the cosmic distance ladder [152, 153].
For cosmological applications they need a correspond-
ing redshift measurement. Standard sirens can thus be
employed either with the joint detection of an EM coun-
terpart, from which the redshift of the GW source can be
inferred, or without any EM counterpart identification, in
which case the so-called “statistical method”, which uses
galaxy catalogues to infer redshift information, must be
applied [152, 154]. LISA will detect mainly three types of
GW sources at cosmological distances5: SMBHBs, EM-
RIs, and SOBHBs sources. All these sources can be
used as standard sirens, although only SMBHBs are ex-
pected to provide observable EM counterparts. Interest-
ingly the subset of these sources that will be relevant for
cosmological analyses will be observed at different red-
shift ranges: SOBHBs will be mainly detected at z < 0.1
[155, 156], EMRIs at 0.1 < z < 1 [101, 157] and SMBHBs
at 1 < z < 10 [158]. This implies that LISA can be con-
sidered as a cosmological probe able to test the expansion
of the universe across the distance ladder [159].
All these standard sirens will provide a way to test
models of dark energy through the distance-redshift rela-
tion, which is a standard cosmological relation connecting
the luminosity distance to the redshift of any source and
it crucially depends on the cosmological model that is
chosen, particularly through some model parameters. A
fit of this relation with the standard siren data gathered
by LISA will thus provide an effective way to constrain
dark energy models, in exactly the same way type-Ia
supernova analyses are performed. Furthermore, many
modified gravity models of dark energy, including for ex-
ample viable Horndeski theories, bigravity and nonlocal
gravity (see e.g. [160, 161]), predict a different distance
scaling in the cosmological propagation of GWs. Specif-
ically the amplitude of GWs does not decrease as sim-
ply the inverse of the luminosity distance, as required
by GR, but instead it follows a different scaling gener-
ally dependent on the redshift through modified gravity
terms [162–165]. A similar feature is also predicted by
models of dark energy evoking extra spacetime dimen-
sions, where GWs are allowed to propagate in the higher
dimensions as well [166–168]. In these cases the compar-
ison of the luminosity distance inferred from GW mea-
surements with the luminosity distance as inferred from
EM observations, will allow to test deviations from GR
5 IMBHBs will also be detected at cosmological distances, but their
existence is still debated nowadays and consequently no cosmo-
logical applications of this class of sources have ever been con-
sidered.
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and thus to constrain modified gravity models of dark
energy.
At present standard sirens are not able to constrain
any dark energy model, since currently operating Earth-
based detectors can only collect useful cosmological data
at low redshift and consequently measure only the Hub-
ble constant [169–172]. LISA will instead collect cosmo-
logical data at higher redshift (possibly up to z ∼ 10
[158]), and thus will in fact have the opportunity to test
other cosmological parameters, including the ones speci-
fying the nature of dark energy.
Although at the moment there is no complete inves-
tigation of the cosmological potential of LISA which
takes into account all the possible types of standard
sirens mentioned above, some studies considering only
SMBHB data with EM counterparts have been per-
formed [158, 159]. These analyses showed that LISA will
effectively constrain dark energy models predicting devi-
ations from the standard ΛCDM cosmological evolution
at redshift 1 < z < 10, such as for example early dark
energy and interacting dark energy models [173, 174].
Moreover similar investigations clearly pointed out that
LISA will strongly constrain any deviation from the stan-
dard GR propagation of GWs, implying that LISA will
efficiently test modified gravity models of dark energy
[175]. To understand if and how LISA will test more
conventional dark energy models, where deviations from
ΛCDM appear only at low redshift, further analyses in-
volving the other LISA standard siren sources, namely
SOBHBs and EMRIs, are required. In any case, by prob-
ing possible departures from GR and by constraining de-
viations from ΛCDM at high redshift, LISA will defi-
nitely be able to shed new light on the nature of dark
energy. One should also keep in mind that Athena-LISA
combined observations might enhance further the possi-
bilities to make progress on some of the issues mentioned
in this white paper [176, 177].
VI. DARK MATTER AND PRIMORDIAL
BLACK HOLES
LISA observations of rotating black holes could con-
strain or detect certain light bosonic fields that have been
proposed as dark matter candidates [178, 179], even in
the absence of a direct detection of stochastic GWs of
cosmological origin. The reason is that ultralight bosonic
fields around spinning black holes can trigger a superradi-
ant instability [180–186] (akin to Press and Teukolsky’s
“black hole bomb” [187]), forming a long-lived bosonic
“cloud” outside the horizon. The superradiant instabil-
ity spins the black hole down, transferring up to a few
percent of the black hole’s mass and angular momentum
to the cloud [59, 60, 188–194]. The condensate is then
dissipated through the emission of GWs with frequency
f ∼ ms/~, where ms is the mass of the field. Novel GW
signatures are expected in binary systems that may be
affected by resonant phenomena [195–199] or superradi-
ance of the binary system itself [200, 201].
Superradiance is most effective when the boson’s
Compton wavelength is comparable to the black hole’s
gravitational radius [182, 202]. Strong motivation to
investigate this possibility comes e.g. from “string ax-
iverse” scenarios (where axion-like particles arise over
a broad range of masses in string theory compactifica-
tions as Kaluza-Klein zero modes of antisymmetric ten-
sor fields [203]) and from “fuzzy dark matter” scenarios
(which require axions with masses ≈ 10−22 eV [179]). We
should note, however, that this effect has even more pow-
erful implications: it is sensitive only to the gravitational
interaction with (ultra-light) massive bosons and, thus,
it enables us to probe a wide range of beyond-standard
model particles in general.
Current Earth-based detectors can probe boson masses
ms ∼ 10
−13–10−11 eV, while LISA can detect or rule out
bosons of massms ∼ 10
−19–10−15 eV [196, 197, 204–208].
That is, axions in the “standard” mass range proposed to
solve the strong CP problem of QCD could be tested by
GW interferometers on Earth [189, 191, 204], LISA could
test a broad range of masses relevant to string axiverse
scenarios, as well as some candidates for fuzzy dark mat-
ter. An attractive possibility is the detection of EMRIs
around black holes that have formed a boson cloud: the
cloud would affect the phase evolution of the system in
a characteristic, detectable manner [196–198, 209–213],
which could be used to identify hypothetical dark matter
candidates.
The range of allowed boson masses ms can also be
constrained by LISA measurements of the spins of black
holes in binary systems. For a given ms, black holes
should spin down whenever their spin is large enough to
trigger superradiant instabilities. Instability windows in
the black hole spin versus mass plane, for selected val-
ues of ms, can be obtained by requiring that the insta-
bility acts on timescales shorter than known astrophys-
ical processes, such as accretion and mergers. Roughly
speaking, continuum fitting or Iron Kα measurements
(see e.g. [214]) of supermassive black hole spins probe
the existence of bosons in the mass range ms ∼ 10
−19–
10−17 eV. For stellar-mass black holes, the relevant mass
range is ms ∼ 10
−12–10−11 eV. Black hole spin mea-
surements with a space-based GW detector can rule out
light dark matter particles in the intermediate mass range
ms ∼ 10
−16–10−13 eV, which is inaccessible to electro-
magnetic observations of stellar and massive black holes
[215]. Therefore LISA can probe the existence of ultra-
light bosons in a large mass range that is not probed
by other black hole spin measurement methods, or even
measure ms with ∼ 10% accuracy if scalars in the mass
range [10−17, 10−13] eV exist in nature [205]. Spin-one
and spin-two fields (i.e., hypothetical dark photons or
massive gravitons) would trigger even stronger superra-
diant instabilities. A space-based detector could detect
resolved or stochastic GW from superradiant instabili-
ties, or set strong constraints on the viable mass range
for light bosons [192, 193, 216–219].
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Self-interacting models of dark matter could also be
constrained with LISA observations. Recently, Ref. [220]
suggested that (ultra) self-interacting dark matter could
form massive seed black holes. These seed black holes
would later on grow through accretion to form the su-
permassive black holes at the centers of galaxies that we
see today. Given that LISA can see 105M⊙ SMBHBs to
large distances, it may be possible to probe this scenario
through the detection of SMBHB populations at large
redshift.
Another interesting candidate for dark matter are pri-
mordial black holes (PBHs) [221]. In particular, PBHs
in the stellar-mass range may contribute a non-negligible
fraction of dark matter [222–225]. PBHs can dynami-
cally form binaries, typically resulting in highly eccentric
orbits at formation [226]. GW is a direct probe of the self-
interaction of PBH dark matter [227]. With its access to
earlier stages of the inspiral, LISA could allow us to dis-
tinguish the PBH binary formation channel from stellar-
origin formation channels through measurements of spin
and eccentricity [228], as well as the mass spectrum [229].
Another source of unique information is through the
stochastic background. The PBH merger rate at high
redshift is not limited by the star formation rate, and so
the stochastic background from these events should ex-
tend to lower frequencies (and higher redshifts) than for
traditional binary black hole sources [230, 231]. If PBHs
are to form from the collapse of overdense regions deep
in the radiation domination era, the required O(1) fluc-
tuations in the primordial curvature power spectrum will
provide a second-order source of primordial GWs [232–
234]. The characteristic frequency of these GWs is di-
rectly related to the PBH mass. Interestingly, one of
the least constrained mass windows for PBH dark mat-
ter (from 10−13M⊙ to 10
−11M⊙) corresponds precisely
to the mHz frequency window accessible by LISA [235–
237]. It will thus be important to study whether LISA
will be able to test the PBH dark matter scenario in this
mass window through the two-point and three-point cor-
relations of the GW signal [238, 239].
VII. OTHER MODEL-INDEPENDENT TESTS
One model independent way of probing GR, which will
however require extensive investigations to see whether
it is accurate enough, is to perform a residual test [240,
241]. This is done by subtracting the most probable tem-
plate from the data and carrying out a Bayesian model
selection analysis to see whether the residual is consistent
with noise or contains a signal. Such a test can capture
not only beyond-GR effects un-modeled in GR template
waveforms, but also systematics within GR. LISA is ex-
pected to detect GW signals with SNRs much higher than
observed events with aLIGO and Virgo. It would be im-
portant to repeat the above residual tests to check con-
sistency between LISA data and our GR and waveform
expectations.
Another model-independent test is the consistency
check among the inspiral-merger-ringdown (IMR) parts
of the waveforms [240–243], an analysis that resembles
a jack-knife test. This approach treats the inspiral and
post-inspiral parts of the waveform (separated by the fre-
quency at the innermost stable circular orbit of the bi-
nary) independently, and it estimates the remnant’s mass
and spin with the help of numerical relativity fits. These
tests only work for high-mass systems, since one needs
to detect both inspiral and post-inspiral signals indepen-
dently. Given that large SNRs are expected for obser-
vations of GWs from SMBHBs with LISA, the measure-
ment accuracy of masses and spins of remnant black holes
should improve significantly from current measurement
of e.g. GW150914 [241], both with inspiral and post-
inspiral parts of the waveform. Therefore, such IMR con-
sistency tests will become more constraining with LISA.
The third model-independent test is to constrain
parametric deviations from GR in the waveforms [168,
240, 241, 244–248]. The parameterized post-Einsteinian
(ppE) formalism [246] introduces amplitude and phase
corrections to the GR waveform that can capture non-
GR effects that do not necessarily follow the GR struc-
ture in the waveform, such as corrections entering at
negative post-Newtonian (PN) orders6. The LVC used
the generalized IMRPhenom (gIMR) model [240], which
also includes corrections in the merger-ringdown part of
the waveform7. In the inspiral part, the ppE parameters
have a one-to-one correspondence with the gIMR param-
eters [250]. Bounds on these generic non-GR parameters
can be mapped to test the fundamental pillars of GR,
such as SEP and LLI [250]. Reference [16] derived pro-
jected bounds on the ppE parameters for a variety of
LISA sources and found that EMRIs would provide the
most stringent constraints. Another interesting possibil-
ity is to perform a parameterized test of GR by combin-
ing LISA observations of a stellar-mass black hole binary
with ground-based ones of the same source [6, 251–255].
Such multiband GW observations allow us to constrain
the ppE parameters more stringently than ground-based
detectors alone [107, 256–260].
A fourth model-independent test is to probe non-GR
polarization modes of GWs [168, 241, 261, 262]. GR only
contains two tensorial polarizations, while metric theo-
ries of gravity in general can have additional scalar and
vector polarization modes (two each) [23, 263]. Refer-
ence [264] derived sensitivities to such additional polar-
ization modes with LISA. They found that sensitivities
to vector and longitudinal (transversal) scalar modes are
higher than (comparable to) those for the tensor modes.
On the other hand, sensitivities of LISA to circular-
polarization modes (due to e.g. parity violation in grav-
6 A correction of N post-Newtonian, or NPN, order is one that is
of O(v2N /c2N ) relative to the GR leading order term [249].
7 The original ppE formalism also proposes a similar way to pa-
rameterize non-GR modifications in the ringdown phase [246]
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ity) in stochastic GW background were discussed in [265–
267].
Other model-independent tests include probing the
propagation speed of GWs (comparing to electromag-
netic counterparts) or the existence of scalar dipole
radiation. The latter is a common feature of non-
GR theories with additional degrees of freedom, includ-
ing scalar-tensor theories [268], Einstein-dilaton-Gauss-
Bonnet (EdGB) gravity [269] and vector-tensor theo-
ries [270–274]. One can model such a correction by
adding a formally −1PN term to the GW energy flux in
GR. Observations of GW150914-like stellar-mass binary
black hole GWs with LISA will be able to place stringent
bounds on dipole emission [107]. A possibility of using
GW observations of galactic binary WDs with LISA is
discussed in [275], since the presence of dipole emission
would effectively make these GWs not monochromatic.
VIII. ASTROPHYSICAL SYSTEMATICS
Unlike sources for LIGO/Virgo, many of the black hole
systems targeted by LISA are believed to live in matter-
rich environments [276, 277]. The reason is that massive
black holes are supposed to spend at least roughly 1−10%
of their cosmological evolution in an AGN phase [278–
280], where they are expected to be surrounded by ac-
cretion disks.
For binaries involving two massive black holes, these
accretion disks, even if they were to survive unscathed
to the last stages of the binary evolution, are unlikely to
affect the orbital evolution of the system in a detectable
way, and hence they should not introduce significant sys-
tematic errors in the GW measurements. However, the
circumbinary part of the accretion disk may anchor rel-
atively strong magnetic fields, which coupled with the
motion of the black hole binary and with black hole
spins may trigger the launch of powerful electromagnetic
jets [281, 282]. The latter may be observable by future
radio telescopes that will be operational at the same time
as LISA (e.g. SKA) and may thus provide a way to bet-
ter localize the binary in the sky and possibly measure
its redshift (either directly via the 21 cm line, or by iden-
tifying the host galaxy) [158].
For EMRIs, the accretion disk potentially surrounding
the central massive black hole is unlikely to be destroyed
by the satellite, although the latter may carve a gap in
the disk (depending on the disk’s parameters – especially
its height and viscosity – and the satellite’s). Depending
on the system’s parameters, the satellite may undergo
either type I or type II planetary migration, which may
result in a dephasing of several radians during the LISA
observation span [276, 277, 283–287]. Therefore, this ef-
fect is likely to be measurable (at least in the 1 − 10%
of EMRIs that are expected to involve an AGN) and if
unaccounted for may even bias the measurement of the
other parameters. Other potentially measurable effects,
though with magnitude slightly lower than that of plane-
tary migration, include dynamical friction and hydrody-
namic drag from the disk (especially for inclined and/or
counter-rotating orbits), and accretion onto the satellite
and the central black hole [276, 277, 288].
EMRIs form deep in the cluster that surrounds the
massive black hole in galaxy centers. In such clusters,
there will always be other stellar-mass bodies near the
EMRI. These bodies will tidally perturb the EMRI space-
time, and thus perturb the smaller body’s orbit. For most
of an EMRI’s inspiral, the impact of nearby perturbers is
negligible, since the effect of the tidal perturbation aver-
ages away over an orbit. However, in every inspiral there
will be multiple moments at which the inspiral’s orbit res-
onates with the tidal distortion of the perturber. During
such tidal resonances, the tidal perturbation does not av-
erage away, but instead kicks the system until it evolves
out of resonance. Recent estimates [289] show that this
will have a several radian impact on the waveform. More
work is needed to examine how this will affect EMRI
measurements, but it is certain to bias GW parameter
estimation. Since tidal resonances cannot be predicted
in advance but depend on the (random) distribution of
stellar-mass objects near each EMRI, this will be a very
difficult systematic to model.
Finally, especially if EMRIs exist in dwarf, dark-matter
dominated galaxies, the dark-matter profile around the
central black hole may develop a steep cusp [290], which
may survive to low redshifts (where EMRIs are de-
tectable) since dwarf galaxies only experience rare merg-
ers (which may destroy the cusp), have low stellar to dark
matter mass ratios (which is relevant since stars can de-
stroy the cusps) and short relaxation times (i.e. short
cusp regrowth times). Therefore, if these cusps exist,
they may leave an observable imprint on these EMRIs
(via direct gravitational pull, dynamical friction, hydro-
dynamic drag and accretion), and possibly bias the GW
parameter estimation if not included in the waveform
model [211, 276, 277].
In more conventional dark matter scenarios, however,
the effect of dark matter is not expected to be ob-
servable with LISA and/or cause significant systemat-
ics [276, 277]. One notable exception, however, is pro-
vided by dark matter made of axions or boson [179],
i.e. the possibility that the dark matter may consist of
an ultralight axion-like scalar field. As we discussed in
Sec. VI, in such a scenario, the scalar field may form ro-
tating dipolar condensates around spinning massive black
holes, as a result of superradiance. These rotating dipoles
would produce monochromatic GWs [291] that would be
detectable by LISA as resolved sources or as a stochastic
background [204, 205]. Moreover, the gravitational pull
of these condensates on EMRIs would affect the phase
evolution of the system in a characteristic, detectable
manner [196, 197, 209–213], as we discussed in Sec. VI.
Very little to no work has gone into the study of how
astrophysical systematics could affect our ability to test
GR. One could imagine that if astrophysical effects are
not accounted for, one may confuse a GR deviation with
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an astrophysical deviation. If so, statistical methods
could come to our rescue. If GR deviations are truly
present in the signals, one would expect they would be
present in all events, and not just in a subset that is
prone to be contaminated by astrophysical systematics.
If astrophysical effects can be modeled, one could fur-
ther study whether they can be disentangled from GR
deviations. This would be possible if the GR deviations
modify the waveform at high PN order predominantly,
while astrophysical effects enter first at lower PN order
(as is the case, e.g. when considering migration of type I
or II in EMRIs with an accretion disk).
IX. WAVEFORM SYSTEMATICS
To use GWs as a tool to test the nature of gravity
and the fundamental laws of physics, we need models
which faithfully represent the predictions of these laws.
The precision with which a theory’s predictions can be
measured is ultimately limited by how well one can model
these predictions.
Phase counting arguments teach us that models used
as templates for measuring a particular source must meet
certain phase accuracy requirements. To be useful as de-
tection templates, a model must match the phase of na-
ture’s signal to within a phase error δΦ ∼ 1 radian; to
be useful as a measurement template, it must match to
within δΦ ∼ 1/SNR. “Detection templates” are wave-
form models that we use to demonstrate that a GW
signal is present in detector noise. It is not necessary
that a model faithfully represents the astrophysical sig-
nal — it may have significant systematic errors, but still
match phase well enough that a signal can be found in
noise. “Measurement templates” are waveform models
whose phase is computed accurately enough that we can
be confident that intrinsic systematic errors are smaller
than the statistical uncertainty associated with measure-
ment noise. Rigorous calculations backing up these rules
of thumb can be found in Refs. [292–294].
When thinking about using GWs as a tool for probing
the fundamental laws of physics, one is ultimately lim-
ited by systematic modeling effects. For example, the
simultaneous presence of multiple sources in the LISA
data stream can make it difficult to extract fundamen-
tal physics from weak signals that are overshadowed by
much stronger ones. That is, we expect to measure GWs
emitted by (super-) massive BH binaries with an SNR of
O(102 . . . 103), so current modeling accuracy may suffice
for identification and reasonable (10%) error in param-
eter estimation. However, these modeling requirements
will also crucially affect our ability to extract and inter-
pret signals contained in the residuals after the subtrac-
tion of such loud events, such as signals from EMRIs or
SOBHs, or hints of new physics. Furthermore, the bi-
naries’ expected configurations will probably differ from
that of LIGO sources. In particular, LISA will listen
to eccentric binaries (that, in triple-systems can reach
& 0.9 [295]), intermediate mass ratios, and highly spin-
ning BHs.
The different sources discussed in this paper require
diverse waveform modeling techniques, each with their
own challenges. In practice, this Herculian task offers
great opportunities for synergies and collaboration be-
tween different Working Groups of the LISA Consortium.
For example, the accuracy requirements needed to search
for deviations from our standard models of gravity, par-
ticle physics and cosmology will drive the development of
innovative modeling techniques in GR and beyond. For
the purpose of this paper, let us specify three sets of
techniques to extract the most information about funda-
mental physics from LISA data:
• Post-Newtonian (PN) methods: These ana-
lytic techniques are a series expansion in weak
fields and small velocities, yielding solutions that
describe the dynamics of a binary well during the
inspiral. PN is an established tool that has been
used to produce two of the main waveform mod-
els deployed in LIGO data analysis. The accuracy
of the description is controlled by the PN order,
which identifies the relative order to which an ex-
pansion has been taken in small velocities and weak
fields8. While waveforms of non-spinning, circu-
lar binaries are currently known up to 4PN order,
those of eccentric, spinning or precessing binaries
are currently only available up to 3PN and 3.5PN
order.
Possible advances that will lead to extensions to
higher PN order are under way. These include
novel connections to EMRI modeling [296], the use
of effective field theory and particle physics tech-
niques [297], and the further development of Hamil-
tonian and Lagrangian methods coupled to dimen-
sional and Hadamard regularization [298, 299].
• Numerical relativity (NR): These numerical
techniques solve the field equations through high-
performance computing, yielding solutions that de-
scribe the dynamics of a binary during the merger.
NR is an established tool that has produced ex-
tensive waveform catalogues (for LIGO) [300–303].
Yet, we face new challenges for LISA’s source
modeling that go far beyond “simply” increasing
resolution to decrease numerical discretization er-
rors. The latter demands major code enhancements
to optimize performance and increase scalability
to exa-scale high-performance computing facilities,
that has to go hand-in-hand with novel theoretical
techniques.
Possible advances include new, constraint preserv-
ing formulations and appropriate gauge choices
8 A term that scales as (v/c)2N is said to be of N PN order relative
to its leading-order controlling factor.
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that ensure long-term stable and accurate solu-
tions. Different avenues to address these challenges
are underway.
• Waveform modeling: The construction of a fi-
nal waveform model that covers the signal from the
early inspiral all the way through the merger and
ringdown will probably require the construction of
phenomenological [304, 305] and of effective-one-
body (EOB) techniques [306, 307]. The former
“stitches” PN and ringdown waveforms together
through the inclusion of higher PN order terms
that are fitted to numerical simulations. The latter
“stitches” a resummed version of the PN expan-
sion to a ringdown waveform through the inclusion
of higher PN order terms in the Hamiltonian and
radiation-reaction force that are fitted to numeri-
cal simulations. These complementary methods are
conceptually well established, but, their accuracy is
ultimately limited by the present knowledge of their
PN and numerical relativity components.
This list refers to upcoming tasks within GR. Any exten-
sion thereof – be it in a theory-specific or theory-agnostic
fashion – requires major re-thinking of established con-
cepts that is still in its infancy.
GWs from EMRIs are interesting for thinking about
systematic effects, since they are a source class for which
modeling is largely understood in principle, but for which
practical considerations make modeling challenging in
practice. Consider the following modeling challenges:
• Self force order. EMRIs are modeled by per-
turbing exact black hole spacetimes, and using the
perturbation to calculate a “self force” [308, 309]
that pushes the small body’s motion away from
leading black hole orbit. The perturbation is or-
ganized in powers of the EMRI mass ratio µ/M . A
phase counting argument [310] suggests that mea-
surement templates will require us to go to at least
second order in this expansion, a research program
that is just getting underway.
• Structure of the smaller body. Most EMRI
waveform models treat the smaller body as a point-
like mass, ignoring the fact that it has finite extent
and some form of internal structure. This body of
course has some structure, which will couple to the
background spacetime; see [311] for recent discus-
sion and review. This coupling causes the small
body’s spin to precess, and exerts a force (rela-
tive to the motion of a non-spinning body) which
changes the small body’s motion.
• Resonances. Most of the small body’s inspiral
phase arises from the orbit-averaged, dissipative ef-
fect of the self force, which is equivalent to the loss
of energy and angular momentum due to GW emis-
sion. In every inspiral, there will be moments at
which two of the orbit’s orbital frequencies are com-
mensurate. At these moments, terms which nor-
mally average to zero will fail to average away. At
such resonant moments, the EMRI’s evolution can
change quite a bit [312, 313]. This is very similar to
the tidal resonance discussed in Sec. VIII. How an
EMRI’s evolution changes in detail depends on the
relative phase of the orbit’s radial and angular mo-
tions as it enters the resonance, much as the tidal
resonance depends on the random distribution of
perturbing stellar-mass objects near the EMRI.
It is worth emphasizing that these effects refer exclu-
sively to EMRIs and they are difficult to model, but they
are present in GR. It will be challenging to incorporate
additional subtle effects that arise in different theories
of gravity, and to understand how such effects may be
disentangled from all other properties of the source with
which they may be correlated. Resonance effects are par-
ticularly worrisome from the standpoint of waveform sys-
tematics. Because they depend on system characteristics
that cannot be predicted in advance (the phase at which
the system enters resonance; the distribution of nearby
bodies), they may provide the ultimate systematic limi-
tations on waveform phase precision. Precisely how such
limitations percolate into limits on how well we can probe
fundamental physics remains an open problem.
The above description should not be construed as im-
plying that the only GW sources that may contain wave-
form systematics are EMRIs. In fact, similar modeling
problems arise when considering other sources of GWs,
such as SMBHBs and IMBHBs. The latter, for example,
are sources in which the PN approximation is not as accu-
rate as when mass ratios are comparable (see e.g. [314]).
Perturbation theory techniques are also not very accu-
rate for such sources because the mass-ratio is not as
small as when considering EMRIs. Full numerical simula-
tions are currently computationally challenging because
large mass ratio binaries take longer to inspiral and re-
quire a larger dynamical range in adaptive mesh refine-
ment. Without PN, perturbation theory or numerical
waveforms, it becomes extremely challenging to validate
resummed PN waveforms, such as those coming from the
effective-one-body framework [306, 307].
X. CONCLUSIONS
LISA has immense potential to test for GR deviations
in the extreme gravity regime, where the gravitational
interaction is enormous and curvatures are large and dy-
namically changing during the observation time. Such
probes of fundamental physics will inform theoretical
studies to resolve outstanding questions, of both theo-
retical and observational nature, in our standard grav-
itational and cosmological models. Although a lot of
the work done so far has dealt with perturbative mod-
ifications to the predictions of GR, we note that also
global non-perturbative modifications of the geometry
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may affect both the generation and propagation of GWs,
which in turn could constrain quantum gravity models
(see e.g. [315, 316]).
We have here laid out the main physics drivers for such
fundamental physics probes together with their current
state of development. The goal of this paper is thus
to serve as a guide and a reference for the community
of people that may be interested in pursuing fundamen-
tal physics problems with LISA. Given that the physics
drivers may change and evolve with time, the content of
this paper should in some sense be understood as live
and changing. We trust that this will constitute a basis
for further studies of LISA science related to theoretical
physics thereby strengthening the LISA scientific com-
munity as a whole.
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